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Traditional sourcing arrangements for after-sales product support have centered around physical
assets. Typically, a customer would pay the supplier of maintenance services in proportion to the
resources used, such as spare parts, that are needed to maintain the product. In recent years, we have
witnessed the emergence of a new service contracting strategy called performance-based contracting
(PBC). Under such a contractual relationship, the basis of supplier compensation is actual realized
uptime of the product. In this study we build a game-theoretic model and compare the ine¢ ciencies
arising under the traditional resource-based contract (RBC) and PBC. In both cases, the customer
sets the contract terms, and as a response, the supplier sets the base-stock inventory level of spares
as well as invests in increasing product reliability. We �nd that PBC provides stronger incentives
for the supplier to invest in reliability improvement, which in turn leads to savings in acquiring and
holding spare product assets. Moreover, the e¢ ciency of PBC improves if the supplier owns a larger
portion of the spare assets. Our analysis advocates the view that the full bene�t of a PBC strategy
is achieved when suppliers are transformed into total service providers who take the ownership of
physical assets.

1 Introduction

The importance of after-sales product support business cannot be understated. In the defense in-

dustry, for example, only about 28% of a weapon system�s total ownership cost is attributed to

development and procurement, whereas the costs to operate, maintain, and dispose of the system

account for the remaining 72% [11]. Given that the U.S. Department of Defense�s (DoD) annual

spending for product support amounted to nearly $132B in 2008 [8], it is not surprising that the man-

ufacturers of military aircraft, engines, and avionic equipment (e.g., Boeing, GE, Rockwell Collins,

Lockheed Martin, Pratt & Whitney, and Rolls-Royce) consider the provision of service parts and

repair/maintenance services to be an important component of their competitive strategies.

Traditionally, many after-sales contractual relationships for mature products were governed by

resource-based contracts (RBC), such as the time and material (T&M) contracts, that speci�ed the

unit prices of the service parts, labor, and other consumable resources that need to be utilized in
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order to satisfy a required service level, such as product availability. However, increasing pressure to

reduce spending among customer organizations as well as dissatisfaction with the level of after-sales

support from key suppliers have led to reevaluation of these arrangements. In recent years, a novel

strategy for aligning interests in the after-sales service supply chains has emerged: performance-based

contracting. Its premise is simple. Instead of paying suppliers for parts, labor, and other resources

used to provide after sales support, the compensation is based on the actual availability of the

product realized by the customer. The key idea behind such performance-based contracts (PBC) is

to align the incentives of all parties by tying suppliers�compensation to the same service value that

the customer cares about. Evidence supports the view that PBC improves product availability: the

U.S. Navy�s implementation of Performance-Based Logistics for its �eet of F/A-18 E/F �ghter jets,

for example, has resulted in an availability increase from 67% to 85%, while a similar e¤ort has seen

the material availability of Aegis guided missile cruisers rise from 62% to 94% [9]. (In the commercial

aviation sector PBC is known as Power by the HourTM , a term copyrighted by Rolls-Royce. In the

technology sector, the elements of PBC are often included in Service Level Agreements.)

The ultimate goal of PBC� providing incentives to suppliers to attain high product availability at

a lower cost� can be achieved through a variety of actions. Examples include service parts deployment

across multiple stocking locations, R&D e¤ort to improve product reliability, investment in capacity

for scheduled/unscheduled maintenance activities, and parts cannibalization. In this study, our

focus is on the trade-o¤ and interaction between two such actions: investment in spare assets and in

product reliability. Industry practitioners in both government agencies and commercial enterprises

identify these two actions as key strategic decisions. Given these considerations, we aim to address

the following research questions. How does PBC di¤er from RBC in motivating suppliers to improve

reliability and to manage the inventory of spares? What kind of ine¢ ciencies arise under these two

contracts? Does the ownership structure of the spare assets a¤ect the answers to these questions?

To answer these questions, we develop a stylized economic model that draws upon two distinct

bodies of literature. We employ the classical service parts inventory management model to represent

repair and maintenance processes. This model is further enriched by a novel feature which has not

been previously studied in-depth: endogenous product reliability improvement e¤ort. By introducing

this new decision variable, we demonstrate a new perspective on after-sales support planning. The

relationship between the customer and the supplier is modeled using a sequential game formulation,
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in which the customer sets the terms of the contract in order to minimize her total cost subject to a

minimum product availability requirement. The supplier�s goal is to set the pro�t-maximizing levels

of reliability and spares inventory given these contract terms. We allow for an arbitrary allocation

of spare inventory ownership between the customer and the supplier, and compare the impacts of

employing two types of contracts. Under RBC the supplier is compensated for the resources used

(spare units, labor, and other materials), and under PBC the compensation is based on product

availability. These two contracting approaches are widely adopted in practice, yet there has not been

a rigorous evaluation of their relative merits.

In our model we assume that the availability target can be achieved by two means: investment in

spares inventory or investment in product reliability. We �nd that RBC results in ine¢ ciencies that

lead the supplier to invest less in reliability and more in the inventory of spares than an integrated

�rm would. Compared to RBC, we demonstrate that PBC incentivizes the supplier to achieve the

product availability target by investing more in reliability and simultaneously achieving savings in

inventory investment. As a direct consequence, contracting e¢ ciency is higher under PBC than

under RBC. We also �nd that the allocation of spare asset ownership between the customer and the

supplier a¤ects e¢ ciency of the two contracts in an opposite way. Namely, under PBC, the supplier

invests more in reliability and less in inventory as his share of asset ownership increases, whereas

under RBC, the opposite occurs.

One of the main conclusions of our analysis is that the maximum bene�t of PBC is realized when

spare assets are fully owned by the supplier. While this conclusion provides clear policy guidance, im-

plementing this idea is not trivial. Indeed, contrary to what our model results advocate (i.e., transfer

asset ownership to supplier), it is a common practice for customer organizations to own spare assets

even though key decisions such as spares inventory management are often delegated to suppliers.

Such an ownership structure is understandable given that customer organizations are reluctant to

cede control of their assets, but our �ndings indicate that this practice may actually be an impedi-

ment to achieving the full bene�ts of PBC. Thus, we argue that a signi�cant e¢ ciency improvement

can be attained by transforming traditional after-sales product support suppliers into total service

providers who assume control of the majority of service functions, including asset ownership.
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2 Related Literature

Our study presents a game-theoretic model applied to a service parts inventory management problem.

Sherbrooke [25] introduced the METRIC model for service parts (repairables) which led to numerous

multi-echelon, multi-indenture inventory model extensions. In METRIC, the repair process for each

part is represented by an M/G/1 queueing system, and the decision is to optimize the number

of spares in stock given an exogenous part failure rate. Over the years the METRIC and related

models have become the basis for a number of decision support systems (see, for example, [4], [6],

[5]). In comparison to the large volume of literature in this �eld that focus on optimization and

other implementation aspects, only recently have the issues of contracting and outsourcing started

to receive attention. We adopt a simpli�ed version of the classic service parts inventory management

models, combining it with a game-theoretic analysis.

One of the distinguishing features of our model is endogenizing the product failure rate, which

has been traditionally assumed to be exogenous in the service parts inventory management literature.

Endogenizing the failure rate as a �rm decision allows us to model the interaction between reliability

improvement and inventory level decisions made by the supplier, the main focus of our study. We

note that several studies have examined joint optimization of product reliability and service parts

inventory levels for repairables. Öner et al. [22] introduced a model that includes the provision for an

emergency shipment from a supplier for the case when there is a stock-out when the supplier operates

under a performance-based contract. They develop analytical results and develop an optimization

algorithm for solving the joint optimization problem. In a more recent paper, Öner et al. [23] develop

a model that considers the option to introduce redundancy in product design and evaluates the

tradeo¤ between doing so and inventory-related costs. This paper is related to ours since redundancy

can be thought of as a mechanism for improving product reliability. Finally we note that Kumar et

al. [19] developed a goal programming model that jointly optimizes reliability and inventory stocking

levels where goals include minimization of cost of ownership, maximization of spares availability and

minimizing the mean time to repair.

While all of these papers develop models and algorithms that consider the joint optimization of

inventory stocking levels with decisions that relate to product reliability, none develop managerial

insights concerning the impact of contract incentives and asset ownership on the jointly optimal

stocking and reliability level solution as we do in this paper. The papers that come closest to ours
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in this spirit are Kim [16], who also considers reliability decision but focuses on interactions among

suppliers, and Bakshi et al. [1], who study how RBC or PBC can be used as a mechanism for signaling

product reliability. Guajardo et al. [12] present an empirical study of how di¤erent contracting

mechanisms in�uence product reliability using a dataset from a major commercial aircraft engine

manufacturer. Their conclusions support one of our �ndings, namely, PBC promotes reliability

improvement more than RBC does. Chan et al. [3] is another empirical study that examines the

issue similar to that Guajardo et al. [12], but they focus on maintenance service contracts for medical

equipment.

To represent the contractual relationship between the customer and the supplier, we employ

modeling approaches commonly found in the existing supply chain contracting papers; see Cachon

[2] for an overview. The contracts we analyze fall under the class of contracts found in this stream of

literature, but our model is distinctive in that we focus on the current practices found in the context

of the after-sales support businesses, especially those commonly observed from the aerospace and

defense industry. Our model is closely related to the multitasking literature (e.g., [13], [10]), in which

the agent controls more than one action (reliability and inventory in our case).

A number of papers discuss incentives and contracting in the defense industry, one of the indus-

trial settings that motivated this research. Early papers include Cummins [7] and Rogerson [24].

More recently, Kang et al. [15] propose a decision-support model that can help support PBC rela-

tionships by trading o¤ reliability and maintenance tasks. While the last paper investigates a similar

problem context as ours, it does not present an economic analysis where incentives play a central

role. Mirzahosseinian and Piplani [20] examine other issues related to PBC via numerical analysis.

The work that is most related to our study is Kim et al. [17], who consider how cost reduction

and performance incentives interact under a general contracting arrangement that includes PBC

when signi�cant cost uncertainty is present, while ignoring asset ownership issues. The theme of our

research is quite di¤erent since we focus mainly on reliability improvement and its interaction with

inventory management decisions under varying asset ownership structures. Another related paper is

Kim et al. [18], who speci�cally study the contracting challenge arising from the infrequent nature of

product failures, as they provide severely limited information about the supplier�s e¤ort to maintain

equipment. Jain et al. [14] study a similar setting but that involves double moral hazard. While

these papers do not provide a comprehensive picture of the complex dynamics created by PBC in
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after-sales support environments, they do include complementary analyses of di¤erent aspects of the

problem and thus provide insights that are relevant to practitioners.

In summary, the analytical contributions of this research are two-fold. First, we endogenize re-

liability improvement decisions in a classical repairable inventory management model and highlight

how reliability interacts with inventory. Second, we study and compare two frequently used contrac-

tual arrangements (RBC and PBC), evaluate their ine¢ ciencies, and identify the factors that cause

them. From a managerial perspective, our study sheds light on how performance-based incentives

can lead to reliability improvement and how it a¤ects the ideal asset ownership structure to achieve

an e¢ cient solution.

3 Model

A risk-neutral customer owns and operates a �eet of N identical products, whose continued usage

is disrupted by random product failures. A failed unit is immediately sent to the supplier for a

repair, while a working spare unit is pulled from the inventory, if one exists. The supplier performs

three kinds of activities to support the customer�s �eet of products: (1) repair defective units, (2)

manage spare product inventory, and (3) manage product reliability. The duration of the contracting

relationship between the customer and the supplier is normalized to one. The failures occur at a rate

� � E[�], where � is the total number of product failures within the contracting horizon. It takes

`j amount of time to repair the jth failure. The expected repair lead time l � E [`j ], or equivalently,

the repair rate 1=l, is assumed to be �xed and not impacted by the supplier�s e¤ort (e.g., repairs

are always performed at the maximum speed). In contrast, we assume that the Mean Time Between

Failures (MTBF) 1=�, a measure of product reliability, can be increased by the supplier�s e¤ort. In

our analysis we represent the reliability improvement e¤ort by the normalized MTBF � � (�l)�1, and

henceforth refer to it simply as reliability. The range in which � can vary is assumed to be between �

and � . The lower limit � represents the existing level of reliability, whereas � is the theoretical upper

limit of reliability that can be achieved. For simplicity, we only consider a single indenture level for

the product, i.e., spares inventory is managed at the product level, not at the component level.

The customer moves �rst as a Stackelberg leader by o¤ering a contract, either RBC or PBC,

that in�uences the supplier�s simultaneous decision on product reliability � and the stocking level s

of spare products. Because spare products are repairable items, i.e., they are repaired upon failure
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and returned to the system instead of being scrapped, the quantity s (the number of spares that

are produced initially) remains constant after its value is chosen. Therefore, at any given moment,

there are N + s products in the system. Without loss of generality, we assume that N products have

been already produced and paid for and that s = 0 at the outset of the game. By assuming that s

is the supplier�s choice, we only consider the case of Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI), which is the

prevailing practice in after-sales product support environments. We assume that the ownership of

spare assets is split between the customer and the supplier by introducing the parameter � 2 (0; 1]

that represents the fraction of spares owned by the supplier. Therefore, (1� �) s and �s are the spares

quantities belonging to the customer and the supplier, respectively. Holding costs are incurred by the

two parties in proportion to the number of spare units each owns. Throughout the analysis we treat

� as an exogenous parameter, in order to re�ect on the spectrum of ownership structures observed

in practice and to highlight the consequences of varying the ownership allocation.

3.1 Repair Process and Performance Measurement

To model the repair process, we adopt the standard assumptions in the classical service parts in-

ventory management literature (see, for example, [26] and [21]). The repair facility is modeled as

an M/G/1 queue. Product failures occur according to a Poisson process, and a failed product is

replaced by a working unit from the spares inventory, if one is available. Otherwise, a backorder is

logged. A one-for-one base stock inventory policy is used for replacement of defective units, with

each failed product immediately undergoing a repair that takes a random amount of time. Note that

the Poisson failure process is not an exact representation in a closed-loop repair cycle, but it is a

good approximation in an environment where products fail relatively infrequently.

The Poisson failure assumption implies that the steady-state inventory on-order O(�), the number

of units that are being repaired at a random point in time, is Poisson-distributed with mean �l = 1=� .

Two important random variables are on-hand inventory I and backorder B, which are related to

O(�) and s by I j � ; s = (s�O(�))+ and B j � ; s = (O(�)� s)+, where (�)+ � max f0; �g. There is a

one-to-one correspondence between the performance measure of our interest, the expected product

availability E [A j � ; s], and the expected backorder: E [A j � ; s] = 1� E[B j � ; s]=N . Consistent with

common practices, we assume that the customer faces an explicit service requirement E [A j � ; s] � �

(e.g., expected availability should be 95% or more), which can be translated into the backorder

constraint E[B j � ; s] � �.
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As it turns out, the discrete nature of the Poisson distribution in O(�) limits analytical tractability

of our game-theoretic model setup. To circumvent this di¢ culty, we restrict the range of � to

1=N � � < � . 0:1 in order to apply a continuous approximation of the Poisson distribution. This

assumption is valid if the �eet size N is su¢ ciently large and � is su¢ ciently small. In this range of

� , we can treat the distribution of O(�) as normal (with E[O(�)] =Var[O(�)] = 1=�), which yields

a good approximation for the exact values of E[B j � ; s] and E[I j � ; s]. To that end, let � and � be

the pdf and the cdf of the standard normal distribution. De�ne �(�) � 1 � �(�). In addition, let

f(�) � �(x)=�(x) be the hazard function and L(x) � �(x)�x�(x) be the loss function. The normal z-

statistic for a given � and s is z � (s� E[O(�)]) =
p
Var[O(�)] =

p
�s�1=

p
� . Hence, s = 1=�+z=

p
� .

The expected backorder and the expected inventory on-hand are, respectively, E[B j � ; s] = L(z)=
p
�

and E[I j � ; s] = (z + L(z)) =
p
� . Note that the expression for E[I j � ; s] contains the negative domain

of s, but its e¤ect is negligible in the range of � we consider.

3.2 Cost Structure

We consider the following costs that are signi�cant in the product support setting: (i) K(�), cost

of improving reliability � ; (ii) �, cost of repairing a defective product per unit time; (iii) c, cost of

producing a spare unit; (iv) hg, cost of carrying a functional product per unit time; (v) hb, cost of

carrying a defective product per unit time. All cost parameters are assumed to be public knowledge.

K(�) represents the dollar amount of investment the supplier incurs in order to improve reliability

to � . We assume that K(�) has the following intuitive properties: K 0(�) > 0, K 00(�) > 0, K 000(�) > 0,

K(�) = 0, and lim�!� K(�) = lim�!� K 0(�) = 1. The cost � is incurred by the supplier per unit

time while a unit is undergoing a repair. Since the total expected duration of repairs over the

contracting horizon is �l = 1=� , the expected repair cost is �=� .

We assign two di¤erent values for the holding cost, hg and hb, each corresponding to the state

that a product is in: at any given time, a product is either functional (�good� unit) or defective

(�bad�unit). Good units include those deployed in the �eet and the spares stored in the inventory,

while the bad units are those undergoing repairs in the repair facility. Since the value of a good

unit is higher than that of a bad unit, we assume hb < hg < c. The holding costs incurred by

the customer and the supplier are proportional to the number of products each owns, and thus

they depend on the parameter � that represents the supplier�s portion of the total spare assets. We

adopt the convention that the products are indistinguishable as long as they are in the same state
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(good or bad). Under this assumption, the number of good units that the customer owns at any given

moment is equal to N�(O(�)� s)++(1��) (s�O(�))+. Similarly, the number of bad units that the

customer owns is equal to (O(�)� s)++(1��)minfO(�); sg. The expected total holding costs for the

customer and the supplier are then, respectively, H(� ; s) � hg (N � E[B j � ; s] + (1� �)E[I j � ; s]) +

hb (E[B j � ; s] + (1� �)E[minfO(�); sg]) and �(� ; s) � �hgE[I j � ; s] + �hbE[minfO(�); sg].

Adding all cost components described thus far, the total expected internal costs of the customer

and the supplier are, respectively, 	(� ; s) � H(� ; s) and  (� ; s) � K(�)+�=�+cs+�(� ; s). Note that

the supplier�s production cost is cs, not �cs, because the stocking level s is the supplier�s decision

and hence he has to bear the full cost of production. In the remainder of our analysis, we make

the following technical assumptions regarding the cost parameters which ensure that the problem

is well-de�ned and allow us to focus on the most interesting and managerially relevant cases: (i)

� < 1=�; (ii) �2K 0(�) < �� (hg � hb); (iii) �+ c+ hb < (1=�)2K 0(1=�); (iv) 2 (hg � hb) < �3K 00(�).

3.3 Contracts

At the beginning of the contractual relationship the customer o¤ers to the supplier a contract that

de�nes the payment to the supplier, denoted by T . Anticipating the supplier�s optimal response ��

and s�, the customer determines compensation terms that would minimize her total cost E[T j ��; s�]+

	(��; s�) subject to the availability constraint while ensuring the supplier participation in the trade.

In response, the supplier sets �� and s� that maximize his expected pro�t E[T j � ; s] �  (� ; s). As

the names suggest, the customer pays the supplier based on the amount of resources used for repair

and maintenance activities under RBC, whereas it is the performance outcome (availability) that is

the basis of compensation under PBC.

Following the common assumption found in the supply chain contracting literature, we assume

that the customer cannot contract directly on the desired levels of � and s, which are the supplier�s

decision variables. Consequently, indirect contractual levers are used to induce the supplier�s decisions

that agree with the customer�s expectations. Under RBC, this lever consists of the payment for

resource usage; under PBC, it is the payment for performance realization. The basis of payment under

RBC is the number of spares s and the cumulative repair time
P�
j=1 `j , whereas under PBC it is the

cumulative backorder
R 1
0 B(t)dt, which maps to product downtimes (B(t) denotes a backorder logged

at time t). Note that, under RBC, the supplier reveals his choice of s later when he bills the customer

for compensation. In this study we focus on linear functions for the payments: T = w+ps+r
P�
j=1 `j
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under RBC and T = w�v
R 1
0 B(t)dt under PBC. The contract terms are interpreted as follows: w � 0

is a lump-sum payment, p � 0 is the unit price for the spares produced, r � 0 is the compensation rate

per unit time for repairing each defective unit, and v � 0 is the penalty rate for realized backorders.

In expectation, E[T j � ; s] = w + ps+ r=� for RBC and E[T j � ; s] = w � vE[B j � ; s] for PBC.

Note that, under RBC, the supplier is paid p dollars for each of s units of spares that he produces,

not just for the (1� �) s units that are transferred to the customer; the supplier is also compensated

for the rest (�s of them), which are destined to the supplier�s reserve inventory. Hence, p represents

the reservation price that the customer uses as a lever to incentivize the supplier to secure a desired

number of spares for the entire supply chain. (An alternative modeling approach is to assume that

the customer pays the amount (1� �) ps only for the spare units that she takes the ownership of. It

can be demonstrated that this alternative assumption has little impact on the results.) Note that

the time and materials (T&M) contract can be viewed as a special case of RBC with w = 0, p > c,

and r > �. In addition, both RBC and PBC reduce to the traditional Fixed Price contract when

w > 0 and p = r = v = 0. In our analysis we mention these special cases whenever it is appropriate.

To summarize, the customer�s problem can be written as

(C) min
P

E[T j ��; s�] + 	(��; s�) subject to E[B j ��; s�] � �,

E[T j ��; s�]�  (��; s�) � u, and (��; s�) 2 argmax fE[T j � ; s]�  (� ; s)g ,

where T , 	, and  are de�ned above and P = fw; p; rg for RBC and P = fw; vg for PBC. The

�rst constraint in (C) represents the customer�s availability requirement, expressed in terms of the

upper limit on the expected backorder (thanks to one-to-one mapping between the two performance

measures). The last two constraints, the individual rationality (IR) and the incentive compatibility

(IC) constraints, describe that the supplier�s participation is ensured and that he decides (��; s�) to

maximize his expected pro�t given the contract parameters p, r, and v. It is important to recognize

that the supplier is not subject to the same backorder constraint that the customer faces, and as a

result, the customer has to use contract terms as a lever to in�uence the supplier�s decisions in order

to satisfy the constraint. The supplier�s constant reservation utility level u represents the pro�t that

he can generate in an outside opportunity, and without loss of generality, we assume that its value is

su¢ ciently high so that the lump-sum payment w is always nonnegative. (C) can be simpli�ed after
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recognizing that the (IR) constraint is always binding at the optimum by adjusting w accordingly.

Then the problem is reduced to

(eC) min
Pnfwg

C(��; s�) � u+	(��; s�) +  (��; s�) s.t. E[B j ��; s�] � �, (��; s�) 2 argmaxu(� ; s),

where we used the notation u(� ; s) � E[T j � ; s]� (� ; s) for the supplier�s expected pro�t. Therefore,

the problem becomes that of minimizing the total expected supply chain cost under the constraints

that the backorder target should be met and the reliability and inventory levels are optimally set by

the supplier.

4 Analysis

4.1 The First-Best Benchmark

To establish the benchmark, we �rst analyze the case in which the customer and the supplier are

assumed to be integrated as a single �rm minimizing its total cost subject to the availability require-

ment (�rst-best or FB), i.e., the integrated �rm solves the problemmin�;s u+	(� ; s)+ (� ; s) subject

to E[B j � ; s] � �: (u is included here to permit a fair comparison with the results of decentralized

cases from §4.2 and §4.3.) The following two quantities appear frequently in the analysis below and

are de�ned here for convenience: � (�) � L�1 (�
p
�) and �(�) � �+c+hb

�2
+

c+hg
2�3=2

f (� (�)). Note that

both are decreasing functions. The �rst-best optimal values of � and s are characterized as follows.

Proposition 1 The backorder constraint binds at the optimum. The integrated �rm chooses �FB > �

and sFB = 1
�FB

+
�(�FB)p
�FB

> 0 where �FB is uniquely determined from the equation �(�) = K 0(�).

The integrated �rm �nds it optimal to invest in both reliability and spares inventory in order

to satisfy the speci�ed backorder target �. The quantity �(�) represents the �rm�s marginal bene�t

of improved reliability; hence, the �rst-order condition �(�) = K 0(�) appearing in Proposition 1

points to the optimal level at which the marginal bene�t is equal to the marginal cost of improving

reliability. At this level �FB, the optimal stocking quantity sFB is determined from the backorder

constraint, which is shown to bind at the optimum.
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4.2 Resource-Based Contract

Under RBC, the supplier is compensated in proportion to the resources used for repair and mainte-

nance services provided to the customer. The supplier chooses the optimal reliability and spares

stocking levels � and s in response to the contract terms p and r, which are the unit prices

for spares quantity and repair times. As noted in §3.3, the expected payment under RBC is

E[T j � ; s] = w + ps + r=� . We now study how the supplier optimally responds to the proposed

contract terms p and r.

Lemma 1 Suppose c + �hb < p < c + �hg, the range of p in which a �nite feasible solution of (eC)
exists under RBC. De�ne a � �� �2K 0(�)� � (hg � hb) > 0 and b � �� �2K 0 (�) > a and let b� be
the unique solution of

�+ c+ �hb � r � p
�2

+
� (hg � hb)
2�3=2

�(z�) = K 0(�); (1)

where z� = ��1
�
1� c+�hg�p

�(hg�hb)

�
. The supplier chooses �� and s� = 1

�� +
z�p
��
as follows: (i) if

0 � r � a then �� = b� > � for all p 2 (c+ �hb; c+ �hg); (ii) if a < r < b then there exists

p(r) 2 (c+ �hb; c+ �hg) such that �� = b� > � if p 2 (c+ �hb; p(r)) and �� = � if p 2 [p(r); c+ �hg);

(iii) if r � b then �� = � for all p 2 (c+ �hb; c+ �hg). Furthermore, @�
�

@p � 0, @s
�

@p > 0, @�
�

@r � 0,

where the equalities hold if and only if �� = � , and @s�

@r = 0.

Several interesting observations are made from the lemma. First, it is clear that, in order to

motivate the supplier to invest in reliability improvement, the customer should not o¤er large prices

for either p or r or both. Second, the T&M contract, which we de�ned in §3.3 as a RBC with positive

margins p � c > 0 and r � � > 0 for both spares and time-based resources, never incentivizes the

supplier to improve reliability, as is evident from the condition stated in part (iii). These results are

direct consequences of the unique incentive structure inherent in the after-sales support contract-

ing environment. Namely, for the supplier who provides repair and maintenance services and gets

compensated for the invested resources to support them, his business grows if the products are less

reliable: the more frequently the products fail, the higher the supplier�s revenue under RBC. While

this may bene�t the supplier, it has a negative impact on product availability and consequently on

the customer�s ability to generate value through product use. Therefore, increasing the compen-
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sation rate for resource usage only exacerbates this skewed incentive as the supplier earns higher

margins for a higher rate of product failures. This insight is summarized by the comparative statics

results shown in the lemma. Among them, the con�icting dual roles of p is particularly noteworthy:

increasing p induces higher stocking quantity but lower reliability. These results indicate that, in

order to produce high product availability (achieved by high levels of reliability and inventory), the

customer has to o¤er a small value for r and a su¢ ciently large value for p.

Armed with the insights into the supplier�s optimal response, now we turn to the customer�s

contract design problem and the optimal solution that emerges in equilibrium. From (eC), we see that
the customer�s problem under RBC is equivalent to choosing the optimal values for the contract terms

p and r so as to minimize the total expected supply chain cost C(��; s�) = u+	(��; s�) +  (��; s�)

subject to the backorder constraint E[B j ��; s�] � �, where �� and s� are determined by the supplier

as in Lemma 1. The equilibrium solution, denoted by the superscript R, is speci�ed as follows.

Proposition 2 In equilibrium the backorder constraint binds. The customer o¤ers r = 0 and p =

c + �hb + � (hg � hb) �
�
�
�
�R
��
, where �R > � is the equilibrium reliability chosen by the supplier

that is uniquely determined from the equation

�� � (hg � hb) � (� (�))
�2

+
� (hg � hb)
2�3=2

�(� (�)) = K 0(�): (2)

We �nd that the customer who employs RBC should not pay the supplier based on time-based

resource usage: r should be set to zero. Therefore, although we began with a general contract

form that includes two contract parameters p � 0 and r � 0, only p turns out to be a useful

lever that enables satisfaction of the backorder constraint; r is ine¤ective in incentivizing reliability

improvement. Given that many existing support contracts found in practice include time-based

compensations, this result is quite striking. Proposition 2 suggests that such a practice impedes

the supplier�s motivation to improve product reliability and therefore should be suppressed when

reliability is a concern. The reservation price p, on the other hand, is an important (and the only)

instrument under RBC that makes it possible to achieve high availability through investment in

spares inventory, although it does not promote reliability improvement, either.

4.3 Performance-Based Contract

Next, we analyze PBC. The supplier�s optimal response to the contract terms is as follows.
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Lemma 2 Suppose v > c+ �hb, the range of p in which a �nite feasible solution of (eC) exists under
PBC. The supplier chooses �� > � which is a unique solution of the equation

�+ c+ �hb
�2

+
v + � (hg � hb)

2�3=2
�(z�) = K 0(�); (3)

where z� = ��1
�
1� c+�hg

v+�(hg�hb)

�
, setting s� = 1

�� +
z�p
��
> 0. Furthermore, @�

�

@v > 0 and @s�

@v > 0.

Notice that, unlike what we found in Lemma 1 for RBC, there is no upper bound on the contract

term v that ensures feasibility of the solution. This provides the �rst hint at the qualitative di¤erence

between RBC and PBC. We see a stark contrast between RBC and PBC from the comparative statics

results. Recall from Lemma 1 that, under RBC, increasing the reservation price p induces the supplier

to choose a higher spares stocking level s but lower reliability � . In contrast, the backorder penalty

v under PBC induces the supplier to increase both � and s. Thus, Lemmas 1 and 2 highlight the

key di¤erence between RBC and PBC. Namely, the two comparable terms in these contracts, p and

v, induce opposite reactions from the supplier with respect to the reliability improvement decision.

This di¤erence arises from the relationship between availability� the measure of performance

that the customer wants to enhance� and the two intermediate outcomes that each contract term

is designed to in�uence, namely the spares inventory (in�uenced by p) and the backorders (by v).

Availability can be increased in di¤erent ways: higher reliability, more spares, or a combination of

both. Under RBC only one component of this mix (i.e., spares inventory) receives the supplier�s

attention, whereas under PBC both do, as the backorder penalty is reduced by higher levels of both

reliability and spares inventory. RBC does contain an additional contract term r that in�uences the

supplier�s reliability decision, but it does not compensate for the shortcoming of p since increasing

it goes counter to the direction that the customer desires: reliability is reduced with higher r.

We infer from these observations that PBC is superior to RBC in incentivizing the supplier to

improve product reliability. However, since availability is a function of both reliability and inventory,

it is still unclear if PBC leads to lower cost than RBC does. We answer this question in the next

subsection. As a prerequisite, we derive the equilibrium outcome under PBC. The solution approach

is similar to that of Proposition 2. That is, we solve the optimization problem (eC) by incorporating
the supplier�s optimal responses �� and s� as speci�ed in Lemma 2.

Proposition 3 In equilibrium the backorder constraint binds. The customer o¤ers v = c+�hg
�(�(�P ))

�
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� (hg � hb), where �P is the equilibrium reliability chosen by the supplier that is uniquely determined

from the equation

�(�)� (1� �)
�
hb
�2
+

hg

2�3=2
f (� (�))

�
= K 0(�): (4)

4.4 Comparisons of the Contracts

Having analyzed the structures of optimal contracts and the equilibrium outcomes under RBC and

PBC, we are now in a position to compare relative performances of each contracting approach

and evaluate how they fare against the �rst-best benchmark. This is summarized in the following

proposition. Here, we use the notations CR, CP , and CFB to represent the customer�s (equivalently,

the supply chain�s) expected cost in equilibrium for RBC, PBC, and the �rst-best cases.

Proposition 4 The following results hold in equilibrium: (i) �R < �P � �FB, sR > sP � sFB, and

CR > CP � CFB; (ii) @�
R

@� < 0, @s
R

@� > 0, @C
R

@� > 0, @�
P

@� > 0, @s
P

@� < 0, and @CP

@� < 0; (iii) �P ! �FB,

sP ! sFB, and CP ! CFB as � ! 1, whereas �R, sR, and CR never approach the �rst-best levels.

The insights we gained from our discussion of RBC and PBC above point to PBC�s superiority

in promoting reliability improvement, as stated in part (i) of the proposition. Additionally, the

proposition demonstrates that it is not only reliability for which PBC brings an advantage; compared

to RBC, it also lowers inventory. Therefore, a win-win situation marked by higher reliability and

lower inventory can be attained through PBC. This re�ects the fundamental relationship between

reliability and inventory: they are substitutes in achieving a given level of availability. In other words,

less frequent product failures lessens the need to maintain a large stock of spares and other physical

resources. See Figure 1 for a schematic illustration of this relationship. The proposition also reveals

that contracting e¢ ciency, measured by the inverse cost ratios
�
CR=CFB

��1
and

�
CP =CFB

��1
,

is higher under PBC. This is quite intuitive given what we have learned. As products fail less

frequently, there is a smaller need for the resources that are used to counter the adverse e¤ects of

failures, resulting in cost savings. Although it is costly to improve reliability, the contract terms

under PBC brings �more bang for buck�, and therefore, contributes more to savings.

Another important insight from Proposition 4 is that the spares asset ownership structure, rep-

resented by the parameter �, impacts system e¢ ciency di¤erently across the two contracting cases.

In particular, �rst-best can be achieved under PBC in the limit � ! 1, i.e., when the supplier owns

the entire spare assets (see part (iii)). Under RBC, by contrast, �rst-best can never be achieved.
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τ

s

E[B|τ,s] < β

Figure 1: Substitutable relationship between product reliability (�) and inventory (s) with respect
to a �xed availability target, expressed in terms of the backorder constraint. The equilibrium levels
of � and s under each contracting scenario are marked in the diagram. The arrows represent the
direction to which the optimal combination moves as � increases.

This observation makes it clear that incentives between the customer and the supplier are better

aligned under PBC, and moreover, a transfer of asset ownership to the supplier facilitates it. Perfect

incentive alignment is attained with � = 1 because of the combination of two factors: (a) a complete

ownership transfer forces the supplier to absorb the entire cost existing in the supply chain and

(b) PBC e¤ectively converts the stochastic performance outcome into �nancial consequences for the

supplier. As a result, the supplier bears the full risks of product downtimes and the associated loss

of value, as the integrated supply chain would.

This argument suggests that PBC is not as e¤ective when the supplier only has a partial ownership

of assets (� < 1). Indeed this is what we �nd. According to part (ii) of Proposition 4, under PBC,

lowering � from one results in lower � , higher s, and higher supply chain cost� in other words, all

equilibrium numbers move away from the �rst-best levels. Interestingly, we �nd the opposite behavior

under RBC: reliability becomes worse, inventory goes up, and the supply chain cost increases with a

larger value of �, i.e., as the supplier�s share of asset ownership becomes larger, not smaller. See Figure

2 for an illustration. Intuitively this happens under RBC because, as the supplier�s pro�tability is

eroded by a higher ownership cost, he compensates for the loss by letting the products fail more

often and increasing the revenue originating from resource usage. This observation again highlights

the contrasting incentive structures that are present under RBC and PBC.
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Figure 2: An example showing the changes in the equilibrium levels of � and s under RBC and PBC
as a function of �.

Summarizing, we �nd that spare asset ownership allocation plays an important role in e¤ective

management of repair and maintenance services outsourcing. If a situation dictates that RBC has

to be implemented, then it is best that the customer retains the majority share of assets. On the

other hand, organizations considering switching to PBC can maximize the bene�t by transferring the

ownership of assets as much as possible, thereby converting the supplier into a total service provider

who not only delivers requested services but also actively manages physical resources that are needed

to support them.

5 Conclusion

Using a stylized economic model, we study the trade-o¤ between investing in reliability improvement

and in spare assets under two contracts that are commonly observed in after-sales support for complex

equipment that requires repair and maintenance over the course of its product life. Our main focus is

on performance-based contracting, a contracting strategy that has gained wide acceptance especially

in the aerospace and defense industry. Performance-based contracts (PBC) are designed to replace

more conventional resource-based contracts (RBC) in an attempt to better align the incentives of

customers and suppliers. However, even after years of PBC implementations, debates persist on

e¤ectiveness and practicality of this strategy. Our study sheds light on one of the most important

challenges in product support, namely the trade-o¤ between reliability and spare inventory needed

to enhance product availability.

Our analysis suggests that RBC is not as e¤ective as PBC in incentivizing suppliers to invest in
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reliability improvement. Under RBC, suppliers tend to meet the availability target by increasing the

inventory of spares at the expense of reliability investment. Under PBC, by contrast, the supplier

achieves the availability target by improving reliability as well as by increasing the size of the spares

inventory. In general, both contracts result in ine¢ ciencies manifested in less reliable products and

more inventory than the �rst-best solution prescribes. Compared to RBC, however, PBC enables a

potential win-win scenario under which products are more reliable and a lower inventory investment

is needed.

Moreover, we �nd that successful implementation RBC and PBC depends crucially on the asset

ownership structure. Our analysis shows that the optimal ownership structures under these two

contracting approaches are opposite: under RBC, it is best if the customer retains the majority of

spare assets, whereas under PBC, a full transfer of ownership to the supplier is recommended, if it is

viable. Under PBC, incentives between the two parties are better aligned with ownership transfer if

the supplier fully internalizes the cost of maintaining the physical resources that are used to support

after-sales services, leading to the maximum levels of product reliability and savings in material

use. Therefore, our analysis advocates giving suppliers full ownership responsibility and thereby

transforming them into total service providers. When this is done, PBC will coordinate the supply

chain. Practical implementation of our policy recommendation will not be straightforward, however,

since many customer organizations believe that asset ownership protects them from mismanagement

by the supplier and endows them with more control over product availability. Despite such di¢ culties,

we see evidence that customer organizations are moving towards increased levels of asset ownership

transfer to their suppliers. For example, in a case we are familiar with, a foreign military service has

negotiated with one of its U.S. aircraft suppliers to transfer the title of its spares assets.

Finally, our analysis generates a number of hypotheses that naturally lend themselves to empirical

examination. We predict that PBC will result in greater product reliability, lower inventory, and lower

contracting cost than RBC does. Further, we predict that PBC with a larger share of inventory owned

by the supplier will result in greater e¢ ciency. In a separate study that analyzes data provided by a

commercial aircraft engine manufacturer [12], it has been empirically veri�ed that PBC signi�cantly

increases the mean time between unscheduled repairs, a proxy for reliability. More empirical �ndings

will shed further light on the insights obtained from our theoretical work.
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Appendix

A Mathematical Preliminaries

In the proofs, we use the following conventions related to Normal approximation. To circumvent

the conceptual di¢ culty of having negative s, we will regard 0 as the lower bound on s and, as a

consequence, we de�ne the lower bound on z as z � (0 � 1=�)=
p
1=� = �1=

p
� . This de�nition

does not cause a problem because all quantities of our interest on the domain (�1;�1=
p
�) are

insigni�cant in the range 1=N � � < � . 0:1 we consider (see §3.1). Thus,
p
�� (z) ' 0 and

� (z) ' 0. These approximations at the lower bound � require us to use the following conventions:

(i) L(z) = �(z) � z�(z) =
�p
�� (z) + � (z)

�
=
p
� ' 1=

p
� = �z; (ii) ��1 (0) ' z = �1=

p
� .

Throughout the analysis we replace the notation ' with an equality, with an understanding that

some of them represent approximations. Under these conventions, the following relationships hold.

Lemma A.1 (i) @
@sE[B j � ; s] = ��(z) < 0, (ii)

@
@�E[B j � ; s] = �

�(z)

2�3=2
��(z)

�2
< 0, (iii) @

@sE[I j � ; s] =

�(z) > 0, (iv) @
@�E[I j � ; s] = �

�(z)

2�3=2
+ �(z)

�2
> 0.
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In the next lemma we state the property of a probability distribution exhibiting increasing failure

rate (IFR) that becomes useful in the proofs.

Lemma A.2 Let X be a random variable with an IFR property whose pdf g is di¤erentiable and

vanishes at both extremes of its support [y; y], where y = �1 and y = 1 are permitted. Let G be

the cdf of X and G(�) � 1�G(�). Then !(y) � g(y)E[(X�y)+]
G(y)2

� 1.

Proof. IFR means d
dy

�
g(y)

G(y)

�
= g0(y)G(y)+[g(y)]2

G(y)2
� 0 , which in turn implies �g0(y)

g(y) �
g(y)

G(y)
. It can

easily be shown that !0(y) � 0. To derive the upper bound, we only need to showm � limy!y !(y) �

1. Applying l�Hopital�s rule, we obtain: m = limy!y
g(y)E[(X�y)+]

G(y)2
= limy!y

g0(y)E[(X�y)+]�g(y)G(y)
�2g(y)G(y) =

1
2 �

1
2 limy!y

g0(y)E[(X�y)+]
g(y)G(y)

� 1
2 +

1
2 limy!y

g(y)E[(X�y)+]
G(y)2

= 1
2 +

m
2 , where the inequality follows from

the earlier result �g0(y)
g(y) �

g(y)

G(y)
. Arranging both sides yields m � 1.

B Proofs of the Main Results

Proof of Lemma 1. The supplier�s expected pro�t under RBC is u(� ; s) = E[T j � ; s]�  (� ; s) =

w �K(�) + r��
� + (p� c� �hb) s� � (hg � hb)E[I j � ; s]. Di¤erentiating this with respect to s, (see

Lemma A.1) we have @u
@s = p � c � �hb � � (hg � hb) �(z) and @2u

@s2
= �� (hg � hb)

p
��(z) < 0,

i.e., u(� ; s) is concave in s for a �xed � . It can be shown that a �nite feasible solution of (eC)
exists only if c + �hb < p < c + �hg (proof is omitted). With � > 0 and c + �hb < p < c + �hg,

the pro�t-maximizing s is found in the interior. The �rst-order condition @u
@s = 0 yields z� =

��1
�
1� c+�hg�p

�(hg�hb)

�
, which is independent of � . Substituting s� = 1

� +
z�p
�
and noting E[I j � ; s] =

�(z)+z�(z)p
�

, u(� ; s) becomes eu(�) � u(� ; s�) = w � K(�) + r+p���c��hb
� � �(hg�hb)�(z�)p

�
. Note that

lim�!� eu(�) = �1. Di¤erentiating eu(�) yields eu0(�) = �K 0(�) � r+p���c��hb
�2

+
�(hg�hb)�(z�)

2�3=2
and

eu00(�) = �K 00(�) + 2(r+p���c��hb)
�3

� 3�(hg�hb)�(z�)
4�5=2

. Let b� be the solution of the �rst-order condition
eu0(�) = 0. Multiplying this condition by 2=b� and adding it to eu00(�), we get eu00(b�) = �K 00(b�) �
2K0(b�)b� +

�(hg�hb)�(z�)
4b�5=2 < �2K0(b�)b� +

�
�2 + b�

4
p
2�

�
hg�hbb�3 < �2K0(b�)b� � (1:99) hg�hbb�3 < 0. In the �rst

inequality of this result, we used the assumption 2 (hg � hb) < �3K 00(�) from §3.2, � � 1, and the

upper bound on the standard normal pdf, i.e., �(z) �
q

1
2�Var[O(�)] =

p
�
2� . In the second inequality,

we used the upper bound b� < � . 0:1 as speci�ed in §3.1. Suppose that the solution is in the interior,

i.e., � < b� < � . Then eu00(b�) < 0 implies that any interior critical point, if it exists, should be a

maximizer. Let us consider two cases: eu0(�) > 0 and eu0(�) � 0. If eu0(�) > 0 then b� > � since eu(�)
initially increases and approaches �1 as � ! � . Therefore b� is a unique maximizer since more than
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one maximizer requires at least one interior minimizer (as eu(�) is continuous), which contradicts our
earlier observation that any interior critical point should be a maximizer. Now suppose eu0(�) � 0.
Again, if an interior critical point exists, then it should be a maximizer. But this means a minimizer

should exist to the left of the maximizer, since eu(�) initially decreases. This leads to a contradiction,
and therefore, no interior critical point exist in this case; eu(�) decreases monotonically if eu0(�) � 0.
Then eu(�) is maximized at � = � . Summarizing, the supplier uniquely chooses �� = � if eu0(�) � 0
and �� = b� > � if eu0(�) > 0, where b� is obtained from the �rst-order condition (1). To establish

a connection between this result and the three cases stated in the lemma, observe that, for pmin �

c+ �hb < p < c+ �hg � pmax and a �xed � , we have: (i) m(�) � limp!pmin eu0(�) = �K 0(�)� r��
�2
; (ii)

m(�) � limp!pmax eu0(�) = �K 0(�)� r��+�(hg�hb)
�2

< m(�); (iii) @eu0(�)@p = � 1
�2
� z�

2�3=2
= � 1

2�2
� s�

2� < 0.

At � = � , m(�) = b�r
�2

and m(�) = a�r
�2
, where a and b are de�ned in the lemma. If 0 � r � a,

we have m(�) > m(�) � 0. Since eu0(�) decreases in p from m(�) > 0 to m(�) � 0, eu0(�) > 0

for all p 2 (pmin; pmax), implying that eu(�) is increasing initially at � = � . Therefore, the optimal

� is found in the interior, i.e., �� = b� > � . Next, assume a < r < b. Then m(�) > 0 and

m(�) < 0, implying that there exists p (r) 2 (pmin; pmax) such that eu0(�) > 0 for p 2 (pmin; p (r))

and eu0(�) � 0 for p 2 [p (r) ; pmax). As we found above, �� = b� > � in the former case and �� = �

in the latter case. p (r) is determined from the equation eu0(�) = 0. Finally, assume r � b. Then

we have 0 � m(�) > m(�), which implies that eu0(�) remains in the negative region as p increases
from pmin to pmax. So eu0(�) � 0 for all p 2 (pmin; pmax). Then by the �nding above, �� = � .

The comparative statics results in the lemma are shown via implicit di¤erentiation of the �rst-order

condition eu0(b�) = 0.
Proof of Proposition 2. The following statement can be proved (proof is omitted). Under RBC,

one of the following three outcomes emerges in equilibrium, along with the condition L(z�)p
��
= �: (i)

�� > � that solves (1) with r = 0, (ii) �� > � that solves (��)2K 0(��) = �� hg + hb and (1), or (iii)

�� = � . That the backorder constraint binds in equilibrium follows directly from this statement.

Binding constraint reduces the original two-dimensional problem to a single-dimensional one, as the

equation L(z)p
�
= � establishes a one-to-one correspondence between � and s. Writing this condition

as z = L�1 (�
p
�) = � (�) and substituting it in the customer�s expected cost expression yields the

reduced cost function eC(�) = u+ hgN +K(�) +
�+c+hb

� +
(c+hg)�(�)p

�
. As expected, this function is is

convex and minimized at the �rst-best solution �FB that we derived in Proposition 1. (This can be
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veri�ed by noting that � 0 (�) = �f(�(�))+�(�)
2� .) It remains to choose the optimal solution among the

three candidates for the equilibrium identi�ed in the above statement. Consider each case (i)-(iii):

(i) In Lemma 1 we derived the optimality condition z� = ��1
�
1� c+�hg�p

�(hg�hb)

�
. Inverting this

and letting z� = � (�), i.e., the necessary condition for the binding backorder constraint, yields

p = c+ �hb + � (hg � hb) � (� (�)). Substituting this in (1) and setting r = 0, we get

�2K 0(�) = �� � (hg � hb)
�
� (� (�))�

p
�
2 �(� (�))

�
: (B.1)

Note that � (� (�))�
p
�
2 �(� (�)) = 1�� (� (�))�

p
�
2 �(� (�)) < 1. Hence, the solution of (B.1), which

we call �1, satis�es �21K
0(�1) > �� � (hg � hb).

(ii) Optimal � for this case, called �2, is given by the stated condition �2K 0(�) = �� (hg � hb).

It is clear that �22K
0(�2) = � � (hg � hb) < � � � (hg � hb) < �21K

0(�1), where the last inequality is

from (i) above.

(iii) In this case we have �� = � . From the assumption �2K 0(�) < � � (hg � hb) found in §3.2,

we have �2K 0(�) < �� (hg � hb) = �22K
0(�2).

Combining the inequalities we derived above, we have �2K 0(�) < �22K
0(�2) < �21K

0(�1). Since

�2K 0(�) is increasing, this implies � < �2 < �1. Next, we show �1 < �FB. Using the de�nition of

�(�), the optimality condition (B.1) can be rewritten as

�(�1)� (1��)hb+p
�21

� (1��)hg+p
2�
3=2
1

f(� (�1)) = K 0(�1): (B.2)

The derivative of the customer�s cost is eC 0(�) = K 0(�) � �(�). Evaluating this at �1 using (B.2),

it is immediate that eC 0(�1) < 0. Since eC(�) is convex and minimized at �FB, eC 0(�1) < 0 implies

�1 < �FB. Therefore, we have � < �2 < �1 < �FB and among the three candidate equilibrium

outcomes (i)-(iii) above, (i) produces the lowest customer cost at �1 since eC(�) is decreasing for
� < �FB. The optimality condition (2) is obtained by rearranging (B.1).

Proof of Lemma 2. The supplier�s expected pro�t under PBC is u(� ; s) = E[T j � ; s]�  (� ; s) =

w�K(�)��
��(c+ �hb) s�� (hg � hb)E[I j � ; s]�vE[B j � ; s]. Di¤erentiating this with respect to s (see

Lemma A.1), we get @u@s = v�c��hb�(v + � (hg � hb))�(z) and @2u
@s2

= � (v + � (hg � hb))
p
��(z) <

0, i.e., for a �xed � , the supplier�s expected pro�t is concave in s. It can be shown that a �nite feasible

solution of (eC) exists only if v > c+ �hb (proof is omitted). With v > c+ �hb, the pro�t-maximizing
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s is found in the interior. The �rst-order condition @u
@s = 0 yields z� = ��1

�
1� c+�hg

v+�(hg�hb)

�
,

which is independent of � . With s� = 1=� + z�=
p
� , the supplier�s expected pro�t becomes eu(�) �

u(� ; s�) = w �K(�)� (�+ c+ �hb)=� � (v + � (hg � hb))�(z�)=
p
� . Note that lim�!� eu(�) = �1.

Di¤erentiating eu(�), we get eu0(�) = �K 0(�) + �+c+�hb
�2

+
(v+�(hg�hb))�(z�)

2�3=2
and eu00(�) = �K 00(�) �

2(�+c+�hb)
�3

� 3(v+�(hg�hb))�(z�)
4�5=2

< 0, which shows that eu(�) is concave. Evaluating eu0(�) at � = � and

using the assumption �2K 0(�) < �� (hg � hb) from §3.2 and the condition v > c+ �hb in Lemma 2,

we have eu0(�) = �K 0(�) + �+c+�hb
�2

+
(v+�(hg�hb))�(z�)

2�3=2
>

c+hg�(1��)hb
�2

+
(c+�hg)�(z�)

2�3=2
> 0. Since eu(�)

is a concave function that initially increases at � = � and approaches �1 as � ! � , we conclude

that it is maximized at b� > � which is uniquely determined from the �rst-order condition eu0(�) = 0,
as written in (3). To obtain sensitivity results, �rst note that @z�

@v =
c+�hg

(v+�(hg�hb))2
1

�(z�) > 0. Using

this result and via implicit di¤erentiation of the �rst-order condition eu0(b�) = 0, we can show that

@b�
@v =

L(z�)

2b�3=2 (�eu00(b�))�1 > 0. To show @s�

@v > 0, we �rst derive two intermediate results. Observe

�eu00(b�) = K 00(b�) + 2(�+c+�hb)b�3 +
3(v+�(hg�hb))�(z�)

4b�5=2 > K 00(b�) + 2(�+c+�hb)b�3 +
3(c+�hg)

4b�5=2 z� > 8�+5(c+�hg)

4b�3 +

3(c+�hg)

4b�2 s� > c+�hg
4b�2 �

1b� + s��, where we used L(z�) = �(z�) � z�� (z�) = �(z�) � c+�hg
v+�(hg�hb)z

� > 0 in

the �rst inequality and the assumption 2 (hg � hb) < �3K 00(�) from §3.2 in the second. Also from

Lemma A.2, we obtain �L (z�) +
�

c+�hg
v+�(hg�hb)

�2
1

�(z�) � 0. Using these two results, we can verify

@s�

@v > 0.

Proof of Proposition 3. We �rst show that the backorder constraint binds at the optimum.

First observe that, for �� = b� > � and s� > 0 found in Lemma 2, @E[B jb�;s�]
@v = @

@v

�
L(z�)pb�

�
=

�L(z�)

2b�3=2 @b�@v � �(z�)pb� @z�

@v < 0, since @b�
@v > 0 and @z�

@v > 0, as we showed in the proof of the lemma.

Combined with limv!c+�hb E[B jb� ; s�] > � and limv!1E[B jb� ; s�] = 0, which are straightforward to
show, @

@vE[B jb� ; s�] < 0 implies that the feasible region for the backorder constraint E[B jb� ; s�] � �

can be expressed as v � vmin, where vmin > c + �hb solves E[B jb� ; s�] = L(z�)pb� = �. Second,

di¤erentiating the customer�s expected cost C(b� ; s�) = u+hgN +K(b�)+(��hg+hb)=b� +(c+hg)s�
and substituting the supplier�s optimal response b� given by the �rst-order condition (3) yields @C@v =�
K 0(b�)� ��hg+hbb�2

�
@b�
@v + (c+ hg)

@s�

@v =
�
c+hg�(1��)hbb�2 +

v+�(hg�hb)
2b�3=2 �(z�)

�
@b�
@v + (c+ hg)

@s�

@v > 0, since

@b�
@v > 0 and

@s�

@v > 0. This monotonicity implies that the C(b� ; s�) is minimized at the smallest feasible
value of v, i.e., it is optimal to set vP = vmin, at which the backorder constraint binds (

L(z�)pb� = �).

The equilibrium values vP and �P , determined from (4), are obtained by combining the optimality

conditions (3), L(z
�)pb� = �, and z� = ��1

�
1� c+�hg

v+�(hg�hb)

�
.
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Proof of Proposition 4. In all three cases (FB, RBC, and PBC) the backorder constraint

binds in equilibrium, i.e., L(z)p
�
= �. Applying this, the customer�s expected cost C(� ; s) = u +

hgN +K(�) +
��hg+hb

� + (c + hg)s becomes eC(�) = u + hgN +K(�) + �+c+hb
� +

(c+hg)�(�)p
�

, which

is convex and minimized at �FB (see the proof of Proposition 2 for more details). Its derivative iseC 0(�) = K 0(�)� �(�).

(i) Substituting the optimality conditions for RBC and PBC found in (B.2) and (4) in eC 0(�),
along with the feasibility condition c + �hb < p from Lemma 1, it is easy to verify eC 0(�R) <eC 0(�P ) � eC 0(�FB) = 0. This, combined with convexity of eC(�), implies �R < �P � �FB. The

next result follows immediately from the binding backorder constraint, as �R < �P � �FB and

� = L(zR)p
�R

= L(zP )p
�P

= L(zFB)p
�FB

imply zR > zP � zFB, and from s� = 1
�� +

z�p
��
, we have sR > sP � sFB.

The next result CR > CP � CFB is implied by convexity of eC(�), eC 0(�FB) = 0, and �R < �P � �FB.

(ii) Implicit di¤erentiation of the �rst-order condition (2) yields @�
R

@� =
(hg�hb)�(�(�R))
2(�R)2 eC00(�R)

�
�2 +

p
�R�(�(�R))
�(�(�R))

�
.

In the lower limit z ! z = � 1p
�
(see Appendix A), limz!z

�(z)
�(z) = limz!z

�z�(z)
�(z) = 1p

�
, where we

used l�Hopital�s rule. Since �(z)
�(z) is decreasing,

�(z)
�(z) <

1p
�
for any z �

p
�s � 1p

�
that corresponds

to given � and s. Hence, �2 +
p
�R�(�(�R))
�(�(�R))

< �2 +
p
�Rp
�R

= �1. Together with eC 00(�R) > 0,

this implies @�R

@� < 0. Then @sR

@� > 0 immediately follows from the binding backorder constraint.

@CR

@� > 0 can be shown using the envelope theorem. Similarly, implicit di¤erentiation of (4) yields

@�P

@� =
1eC00(�P )

�
hb
�2
+

hg
2�3=2

f
�
�
�
�P
���

> 0, @s
P

@� < 0, and @CP

@� < 0.

(iii) In the limit � ! 1, (4) becomes �(�P ) = K 0(�P ), the same optimality condition as the

�rst-best. Hence, �P ! �FB in this limit. Then sP ! sFB and CP ! CFB follow. From (i) and

(ii), we have �R < �FB and @�R

@� < 0, implying that the gap between �R and �FB is narrowed with

smaller �. In the limit � ! 0, (2) becomes �(�R) � c+hb
(�R)2

� c+hg

2(�R)3=2
f
�
�
�
�R
��
= K 0(�R), which is

not equal to the �rst-best condition. Therefore, �R never approaches its �rst-best counterpart and

neither do sR and CR.
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